Abstract. An improved statistical quark model, with quark energy levels given by a central linear confining potential, is used to obtain the light sea-quark asymmetry, d/u, and also for the corresponding differenced −ū, inside the nucleon. In the model, a temperature parameter is adjusted by recent results obtained for the Gottfried sum rule violation, with two chemical potentials adjusted by the valence up and down quark normalizations. The results are compared with available recent experimental data.
We report recent results obtained within a phenomenological statistical quark model for the quark-sea distribution inside the nucleon. This approach provides an improved version of a model presented in Ref. [1] , where light u and d quarks have zero mass, with their levels being generated by a relativistic confining model, with a linear scalar plus vector potential. The other parameters in the statistical model, temperature and chemical potentials, are adjusted by recent experimental data.
For the motivation of such a phenomenological approach, we first observe that in the actual theories one cannot find a simple explanation for the observed light sea-quark distribution,d/ū, inside the nucleon, compatible with the available experimental data [2] . For instance, by considering only perturbative QCD and gluon splitting processes, the violation of the Gottfried sum rule (GSR) [3] is not reproduced, as the ratiod/ū becomes equal to one, due to the equal probabilities of gluon splittings in dd or uū pairs. So, by following an idea first presented by Field and Feynman [4] , it was shown that the Pauli exclusion principle can be considered in statistical models to obtain different quantities ofū andd in the nucleon sea [1, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
The statistical quark model [1] is parameterized by the experimental available data, with a temperature parameter adjusted by the GSR violation and two chemical potentials to adjust the valence u and d quarks in the nucleon. All individual quarks of the system, valence and sea quarks, are confined by a central effective interaction, with strength λ q (q stands for the quark flavor) and equal expressions for the scalar and vector components [9] , given by V (r) = (1 + β )λ q r/2. With this interaction, a single particle spectrum with energy levels ε i is generated for the confined quarks by the Schrödinger-like equation, which is derived from the Dirac equation. In the present 
for T = 104 MeV, µ u = 131 MeV and µ d = 76 MeV. In Table 1 , we show the evolution of the GSR violation with the temperature, given in MeV. As shown, the violation of the GSR is followed by an increasing in the temperature parameter. The results are shown with and without instanton effects in the ground-state energy levels, as prescribed in Ref. [10] . Next, we incorporate in the model contributions obtained from gluonic splitting process, with emission of quark-antiquark pairs. This is a well studied process [11] , with equal chances to originate dd or uū pairs. The probability for such particle-antiparticle pair emissions is given by the Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi equation [12, 13] . We first consider a gluon creation from the original quark distribution, and after the splitting of the gluons [11, 14] . The gluon splitting processes is represented by the parameter α s in the model. The effect resulted by the gluon splitting processes can be observed in the upper frame of Fig.2 .
For the constituent quark structure function inside the nucleon we have considered the model given in Ref. [15] . Such function is extracted from the asymptotic form of the pion wave function. Our assumption that it is not changed inside the nucleon. By considering more realistic pion and nucleon wave functions, it is reasonable to think that one can diminish further the relevance of explicit gluon contributions in the model. We verify how the substructure of the constituent quarks can affect the results. Such substructure is obtained from a parametrization presented in Ref. [17] for the structure function of a valence quark in the pion. The parametrization is also detailed in Refs. [1, 16] , in a convolution model for the constituent quark substructure. FIGURE 2. The model results ford/ū (upper frame) andd -ū (lower frame), as functions of x, compared with data obtained from E866/Towell [2] , NuSea/Hawker [18] and Na51 [19] . Without mass shift, we obtain the constant dot-dashed-line. With mass-scaling displacement (M d /M u =1.25), we obtain the other two plots: With dashed-line (green) curve, α s =2.1; and, with solid (red) line, α s =2.1 and s=0.7.
As shown, such effect is relevant to obtain a good fitting ford −ū andd/ū (see Fig.2 ). In this way, to obtain a better fitting, we need to combine the values of α s (from the gluon splitting process) with the values of the parameter s, corresponding to pionic processes (given by the model of Ref. [17] ).
Finally, a simple mathematical trick, based in the Dirac's delta distribution, was used to obtain the shift of the given structure functions, and applied to obtaind(x)/ū(x) ratio inside the proton. This method implies in a an effective mass scaling displacement for the u and d quarks, which is given by M d /M u =1.25. For details, see Ref. [1] .
In Fig. 2 , with solid (red) line, we show the results obtained by considering all the effects: the statistical model, mass shift, gluon splitting, and the contribution from the constituent quark substructure included through the convolution model shown in Ref. [1] . In the upper frame we show the different contributions to the antiquark ratiō d/ū. In the lower frame, we have the correspondingd −ū in the nucleon sea.
As we have used the same confining potential, in the statistical model we obtain a constant ratio ind/ū (upper frame of Fig.2: point (black) line) . The probability effect of gluon emission decreases when the quark substructure is considered, corresponding to α s varying from 2.0 to 2.2. Indeed, we observed that the probability of gluon emission decreases when we consider the quark substructure.
More details of the results for the ratios and differences of the neutron and proton structure functions, as well as for the corresponding quark-sea distributions are shown in Ref. [16] .
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